
Hello and welcome to SmartBook! 

This term, you will be working with a unique online tool called SmartBook. Your instructor has assigned
regular SmartBook readings for you, so here are some things you might find useful to know. 

SmartBook 2.0 is an adaptive reading tool which allows you to master the basics and foundations of
every chapter quickly and efficiently with the support of technology designed to ensure you make the
most of every minute you spend studying. 

Your instructor creates a reading assignment by selecting topics which are
particularly important in your studies
You will access the assignment and focus on the highlighted sections of text
You will click the NEXT CONCEPT button to navigate to the next section 
Read and click until you feel as though you understand the material, then click
on TO QUESTIONS
The system will ask you questions based on the material you have read. 
You will select an answer and indicate how confident you are with your effort
If you answer the question correctly, you will see the progress bar start to fill up
If you answer incorrectly, the system will suggest you go back and READ
ABOUT THE CONCEPT.
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Study smarter
The system uses data collected during your initial attempt to create
PRACTICE assignments called RECHARGE, which will focus on the areas
you showed particular weakness in first time around, to save you time and
effort on revision.  

There is NO penalty for incorrect answers, or for indicating that you are not
very confident, so be honest with yourself and with the system as this will
allow the system to personalise your recharge assignments better. 

To complete the assignment and receive 100% you need to
answer TWO questions correctly on each concept. You can
get questions right and wrong, with high and low confidence
along the way, but once you ultimately answer 2 questions
right on each concept, you are done.
There is no way to cheat or skip through the process. The
quickest way to work through, is, quite literally, read,
understand, answer the questions. 


